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the sims 2 ultimate collection repack (and thus, the ultimate collection repack mr dj patch) needs a crack to update the game to the latest version. you can find a crack
for it at gamefront here. open it and you should see a crack for the base game of the sims 2. select it and it will open a small windows which will tell you what version
you are and what patch you need. select the version you need (2. the sims 1: deluxe and stuff packs the sims 1: vampires the sims 1: medieval the sims 1: pets the

sims 1: perfect pets the sims 1: get famous the sims 1: what's cooking? the sims 1: showtime the sims 1: showtime 2 the sims 1: fast lane stuff the sims 1: showtime 2
the sims 1: lifetime building the sims 1: lifetime pet the sims 1: lifetime pets the sims 1: pets the sims 1: pets 2 the sims 1: pets 3 the sims 1: fashion designer the sims
1: the beauty shop the sims 1: superstar the sims 1: island paradise the sims 1: mysims the sims 1: get famous the sims 1: late night the sims 1: showtime the sims 1:

adventures in dreamville the sims 1: vacation paradise the sims 2: day life the sims 2: late night the sims 2: world adventures the sims 2: ambitions the sims 2:
medieval the sims 2: vampires the sims 2: the city the sims 2: hot date the sims 2: pets the sims 2: pets 2 the sims 2: garage sale the sims 2: get famous the sims 2:
what's cooking? the sims 2: showtime the sims 2: fast lane stuff the sims 2: showtime the sims 2: supernatural the sims 2: pets 3 the sims 2: showtime 2 the sims 2:

fashion designer
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after you've installed the sims 2 ultimate collection, you should go back into the game folder and make sure you are there in the root of the drive. here is a screenshot
of mine. so, the first thing you want to do is open your documents folder and make sure your ea games folder is inside it. you will then need to move the ea games

folder to the root of the drive. if you don't, the game won't be able to find it. it's not a big deal if it doesn't work, but if you're having issues, you can check the right and
left side of the picture above. the sims 1 complete collection requires a fully updated windows with windows 7 sp1, windows 8.1, windows 10, or windows 10 build
10159+. before installing the game, you need to make sure that you have the 64 bit version of windows. you can get this by going to: start > settings > system >

about and choosing the bitness (32 or 64) next to windows version. you can also try installing the x64 version of windows if you can find it. i don't have that version of
windows, but i have windows 10 build 10159+ which is the 64 bit version. the sims 1 complete collection is a 32 bit game, so you need to have a 64 bit windows. you

can get a 64 bit windows if you want. if you can't find one, i'm sure there are people who will help you. if it's a legal version, however, there are ways of getting around
it. one is to install the 32 bit version of windows on your 64 bit version of windows (it will refuse to let you install the 64 bit version of windows on the 32 bit version of

windows). you could also use an emulator to get around it. that would be illegal of course, but you'd be technically only playing the game on a different operating
system. 5ec8ef588b
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